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ABSTRACT
EFFECTS OF STIMULUS MEANINGFULNESS (m) AND THORNDIKE-LORGE
FREQUENCY IN PAIRED-ASSOCIATE LEARNING IN WHICH RESPONSES
HAVE DIFFERENTIAL PROBABILITIES OF OCCURRENCE TO STIMULI

by

JAYLENE SUMMERS TILTON

ABSTRACT
The differential effects of stimulus meaningfulness (ft) and Thorndike-Lorge (T-L) frequenoy of stimuli
were investigated in paired-assoelate learning (PAL).
Two experlaents were run.

In Experiment I. a was a be-

tween-groups variable and T-L frequenoy was a wlthlngroups variable.

In Experiment II. T-L frequenoy was a

between-groups variable and m was a wlthln-groups variable.
Half the subjeots In both experiments learned responses
designated as low-probablllty responses while half learn
ed responses of high probability.

Probability of response

items was obtained by determining which responses oocurred
most frequently and whloh occurred infrequently or not at
all to speolflo stimuli when Noble's (1952a) procedures
were used to determine £ value.

The 140 subjects eaoh

learned a list separately In the usual palred-assooiate
manner.
The obtained results led to the following oonoluslons.

Hypothesis I. whloh was that in PAL, fewer errors

will be made when the S-R associations consist of pairs
in whloh eaoh response has a high probability of ooourrenoe to its stimulus, was borne out.

Support for this

was obtained in both Experiments I and II.

The explana

tion forwarded for this finding was that with greater as
sociative strength in the high-probablllty situation, the
assooiatlve or hook-up stage was more rapid.

IX

The results of the analyses of the within-groups
data lndleated support for Salts's (1967) original findings
by oonflralng his results for low-probablllty responses.
That Is, Hypotheses 11b and Illb were eonflrned In that
under the low-probablllty condition, errors lnoreased as
T-L frequenoy of stlnull lnoreased and n value of stimuli
was held constant, and errors deoreased as a value of
stlnull lnoreased and T-L frequenoy was held constant.
The results did not support Hypotheses 11a and Ilia,
whloh were that under the hlgh-probablllty oondltlon, errors
would decrease as T-L frequenoy of stlnull lnoreased and m
value was held oonstant, and, errors would Increase as £
value of stlnull lnoreased and T-L frequenoy was held oon
stant.

While the rates of error lnorease and decrease

with

changes In T-L and a were different at different levels of
response probability, the dlreotlons of the effects under
the hlgh-probablllty condition were not as predicted.

That

Is, even under the oondltlon of high probability, errors
lnoreased as T-L frequenoy was lnoreased with £ held oon
stant, and errors deoreased as g was lnoreased with T-L
held oonstant.

However, the effeots under the hlgh-proba

blllty oondltlon were attenuated.

It was held that Salts's

(1 9 6 7 ) theorizing was sound, and that under the hlgh-proba
blllty oondltlon, two factors balanced eaoh other to produoe
the attenacted affects.

These factors are the nature of the

Interference of oonpetlng responses and the associative
strength of the response to be learned.
-X

Thus, under the high-probablllty as well as under
the low-probablllty oondltlon, the effeots of £ and T-L
frequenoy oan be attributed to proactive interference
Manifested through response ooapetltlon faotors.

It now

seems apparent that £ and T-L frequenoy nust be oonaldered as separate faotors operating differentially*

While

they are oorrelated variables, they effect PAL perforaanoe
differently.

The Interference paradox of assoolatlve

probability appears to be an oversimplification In that It
equates aeanlngfulness and frequenoy and Ignores their
differential effeots.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Influenced by the British Assoolatlonlsts and
inspired by Fechner's attempt to measure higher mental
prooesses soientifioally, Hermann Ebbinghaus was the first
psychologist to study systematically the effeots of learn
ing and memory.

His classic work (Ebbinghaus, 1913),

first published In 1885* laid the groundwork for the bulk
of contemporary verbal learning theory and procedures.
As Watson points out, "Ebbinghaus* research on learning and
memory, as reported in his book of 1885. Is perhaps the
original impetus for more research in psychology than any
single study" (Watson, 19^3, P. 266).
In the United States, following Ebbinghaus* lead,
functionalists such as Carr, Robinson, MoGeooh, Melton,
and Underwood undertook the study of rote learning.

Re

search In the area has since been active and two general
patterns have been followed.

In serial learning, the

subjeot is shown a series of words or syllables one at a
time and on successive showings must learn, as he sees eaoh
item, to oall out or write down the one that is coming next
before he sees it.

Falred-assoolate learning, the seoond

pattern that has also been used extensively, oonslsts of
learning several pairs of items.

The pairs may appear in

a different order on eaoh trial, but subjects must learn

1
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to anticipate the second member of eaoh pair when the first
one appears.

Other procedures, too, have been developed and

employed, such as the methods of modified free recall and
"free" learning.
Typical research problems in rote learning have
dealt with the effect of learning in parts or wholes, learn
ing by massed or distributed practice, and transfer of
training.

For awhile, after the initial Interest In verbal

learning had been explored, the behavlorlstlo approaoh
dominated the attitudes of researchers.

Animal psychology

and simple prooesses were emphasized so that the mentallstio
overtones of rote learning did not seem to fit into the re
search picture.

However, another spurt ooourred with the

development of new issues, such as applying mathematical
models to rote learning.

One-trial learning was re

emphasized after Rook's (1957) researoh using paired-assooiate learning.

Higher mental prooesses such as reasoning

and problem solving, once banned by Behaviorlsts, are now
more than respeotable researoh areas.

The influenoe of com

puters may be seen in the extension of information theory to
psychology.

Stimulation has come through the work being done

in the study of linguistics.

And in 1962, the Journal of

Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior was established.

Thus,

the field of verbal learning has grown to be an active and
extensive area of research.
Throughout the history of the study of rote learning
there has been an interest in the role of interference

effeots.

Per example, MoGeooh (1932) arete a eaustio attaok

on the "lav of disuse" theory.

Suoh a theory proposes that

forgetting ooours beoanse of a laok of use of the learned
material.

KoGeeoh's intention, as Helton (1961) has pointed

out, vas mainly to assert that there had been too muoh nogl o o t of the tremendous amount of variance in learning
that oould be aooounted for by interference footers.

To

day, interference theory is a major explanatory system
for the effeots of learning, transfer, and forgetting.
Melton says, "...we are not yet in a position to treat
all long-term forgetting as the produot of 1st erferenoe
-

i

faotors alone, even though interference faotors nay veil
be by far the most Important" (Melton, 1961, p. 190).
Postman takes an even stronger position stating, " ( i n 
terference theory oocopies an unohallenged position as
the major significant analysis of the prooess of fvrgettlng"
(Postman, 1961, p. 152)*

In general, lnterferenoe theory

attributes, errors in learning to the demonstrable adverse
effeot that learning has en the subject* s ability to learn
or retain other material.
The brunt of the earlier explanations of inter
ference in learning has rested mainly upon the oonoept of
retroaotive inhibition (BZ).

This refers to the lnterfer

enoe produoed by nev learning, interpolated between origin
al learning and a measure of retention of the original
learning.

The magnitude of the retroaotive inhibition

effoot is assessed against the performance of a oontrol

group whloh has only tho original learning and a measure
of Its retention* without any Interfering learning task
Interpolated within the retention Interval.

Numerous lab

oratory studies have verified the reality of the phenomen
on and explored the lnfluenoe of several variables that
govern Its magnitude (Slameoka

& Ceraso, I960). In short*

forgetting is explained by appealing to subsequent learning
of other material.
There Is also another source of Interference in
learning.

This ooours when early learning oan be shown

to interfere with later learning.

Such lnterferenoe is

oalled proactive Inhibition (PI).

Benton J. Underwood of

Northwestern University was the first to emphasise the
importanoe of PI In his olasslo 1957 psper.

Following

an extensive and detailed examination of the literature*
he proposed that while traditionally forgetting was at
tributed to HI, It oould more logloally be attributed to
the amount of prior praotioe subjeots had had before learn
ing the test list.

For example* with heavily praotioed

subjects* retention of the last list learned was only 25
per cent or less* whereas with naive subjeots, 75 per oent
was retained.

Thus, mest forgetting oould be attributed

to PI rather than BI.

(The Importance of this finding Is

realised when It Is seen that PI affeoted the shape of the
ourves of retention obtained by Ibblnghaus* who was a prac
ticed subjeot).

Underwood statesi

It is my belief that we can narrow down the
oause of forgetting to interference from pre
viously learned habits, from habits being cur
rently learned, and from habits we have yet
to learn.,.It is my opinion that we should in
crease these studies for the simple reason that
the proaotive paradigm provides a more reallstlo
one then does the retroaotive paradigm (Under
wood, 1957# P- 59).
Thus, the importance of extra-experimental learning was
emphasized.

One oonsequenoe of this new direotlon in verb

al learning is a realization that experiments in verbal
learning result in the modification of extra-experimental
language behavior and the theories of verbal learning are
about real-life language changes.

As pointed out by Helton

(1961), subjeots are no longer viewed as entering the
laboratory situation in a quasi-tabula rasa oondltlon.
Bather they are seen as bringing to the situation a oomplex
system of llngulstio patterns whloh oan oause extra-experi
mental interference (EEI) or facilitation.

If learning is

inhibited in the experimental setting, interference is said
to have ooourred.

On the other hand, if the proaotive or

retroaotive effeots aid learning, facilitation is said to
have ooourred.
Interference theory has several interpretations,
advanoed mainly as explanations of HI,

One approach is

the oompetition-of-response theory whloh was developed in
the 1930's by MoGeooh,

It suggests that when learning is

Impaired, it is because one association, namely the
remembered item, preempts the plaoe of the oorreot item.
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A second explanation for HI assumes that original list
associations are unlearned during the learning of the Inter
polated laboratory list.

Hence, recall of the first learned

list Is poorer after seoond list learning beoause the
original associations hare been unlearned, a process held
to be similar to extinction in conditioning,
Beasearch on response competition has lagged fax
behind that reported on unlearning.

The term competition

implies that more than one response is vying for expres
sion at the time of stimulus presentation.

Hence, while

unlearning refers to the loss of response availability,
response competition refers to a struggle between two or
more available responses elicited by the same stimulus.
The most widely held explanation for HI is the twofaotor theory proposed by Helton and Irwin (1944) whloh
attempts to oombine both the oompetltion-of-response and
the unlearning theories.

In this case, unlearning and re

covery of the associations to the stimuli involved in the
original learning is held to ooour, as well as competition
between original learning and interpolated learning.

Un

learning, in most oases, has been attributed to prooesses
that are assumed to be similar to those operating in
conditioning paradigms, most speolfioally oounteroondltlonlng.

It is felt that the unlearning of the first labora

tory list, whloh is like experimental extinction, occurs
when subjeots learn a seoond list.

With the passage of

time these unlearned first list associations are thought to

recover spontaneously in strength and to be more readily
recalled as the Interval between Interpolated list and
reoall of first list learning Is lengthened.

To date

the support for this approach has been equivocal (Keppel,
1968).

Other Interpretations have been offered such as

the one by Postman, Stark, and Hensohel (1969) who main
tain that a mechanism of response selection operates during
interpolated learning.

There Is muoh controvery regarding

the role of unlearning In RI, but since the present study
Is ooncerned with PI effects from earlier language habits
there Is no need to consider the issues here.
In PI, the situation is more complicated In that
any effeots of unlearning must be manifested In response
competition.

In RI, a subject learns List A, then List

B, and Is tested on List A.

The effeot of learning List

B may be both to produce Interfering responses and to un
learn List A, whloh may be more poorly recalled for both
these reasons.

However, In PI, where a subject learns

List A, then List B, and Is tested on List B, there oan
be no Interference that results from the unlearning of the
orltloal list (List B).

What may well ooour Is the unlearn

ing of List A during the learning of List B, with spontaneous
reoovery of the unlearned responses of List A accounting
for some of the response competition that ooours In PI.
However, to date there has been little support for the role
of unlearning in laboratory studies of PI that follow the
above paradigm (3lameoka A Ceraso, i960 j Keppel, 1968).
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There Is however, another possible source of FI
that Is of particular relevance for the present study.
Extra-experimental associations stemming from a subJeot*s
linguistio habits may be unlearned during the acquisition
of a laboratory list and, with the passage of time,
spontaneously reoover to produce PI at the recall of the
laboratory list (Underwood & Postman, I960),

The present

investigation assumes proactive interference effeots of
extra-experimental associations on original list learning,
a phenomenon for which there is considerable experimental
evidence (Postman, 1961, 1962, 1964; 3lameoka, 1966),
The present study was an Investigation of some of
the speoifio competitive faotors that may be oausing PI in
original list learning, rather than a study of unlearning.
The stress was on the importance of the role of existing
language habits.

It has been reoognized that in a verbal

learning task, subjeots bring to the laboratory certain
associative tendencies to stimuli that will be enoountered
in the learning task.

Slameoka says, M(i)f S must aoqulre

new responses to items in the list, it Is asserted that he
must first break the older, preexperimental, associative
bonds" (Slameoka, 1966, p. 822).

Consistent with this view

point, it has also been stated that the greater conformity
to language habits of a subject an experiment has, the great
er the facilitation that should oeour (Postman, 1962).

Some peripheral theories have been developed in an
attempt to explain certain findings of interference re
search.

For example, Slameoka (1966) has oonduoted investi

gations of pre-experlmental associations.

He obtained

extralist andlstrallst pre-experlmental associations to
stimuli from subjeots by having them give free associations
to the stimuli.

Some of these associations he inoluded

within the test list and differentiated among these from
extra-experimental associations.

In his Experiments I and

IIt he then instructed subjects to learn one or two com
peting lists.

Subsequent recall of pre-experlmental

associations was not effected.

In Experiment III latency

measures were taken of free associations before and after
competing list learning.
ations ooourred.

No weakening of natural associ

He concluded that the pre-experlmental

associations were inhibited but not unlearned during list
acquisition.

The hypothesis was suggested that strong

associates are differentiated before they can be unlearned
and weaker associates are unlearned more rapidly than they
can become differentiated.

Thus the subjeot brings pro

aotive responses to a situation whether or not that situ
ation presents a task divergent from the learned habits or
consistent with it.

It is to be expected that some of

these responses will compete with or facilitate those re
quired in the laboratory situation.
Current researoh by Ceraso (1967) offers some evi
dence which Incorporates the oonoept of spontaneous re-
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_povery.

On the basis of his findings he has proposed

that forgetting Is best explained within the framework of
a theory of searoh.

Interference is simply a name for

the general dlffloulty that Is experienced when searohlng
for an Item embedded among other Items In memory storage.
Subjeots forget because "crowding" oeours when more than
one list Is learned.

That Is, over time the two lists

seem to merge and are Indistinguishable from eaoh other.
As a result, retention of List II, whloh was learned after
List I, Is Impaired.
Thus the meohanlsms of lnterferenoe effeots have
numerous interpretations and the resulting theories are
still open for further revision and refinement.
Another Important faotor in verbal learning is the
oharaoteristlo of stimuli oalled "meanlngfillness."
MoGeooh (1942), Underwood (1949), and Woodworth A Sohlosberg (1954) all emphasize this faotor as a relevant vari
able In verbal learning.

There are various operations

used for oallbrating the association values of verbal units,
whloh Underwood A Schulz (1960a) equate with meanlngfulness.
The point of departure for the analysis of meaningfulness
In Underwood A Sehulz's book,

prifl Verbal

Learning (1960a), is Glaze's study (1928).

He presented

a long series of nonsense syllables (2,019) to subjeots and
asked them to indicate whether or not eaoh syllable sug
gested an association to them.

These syllables were then

ordered along a soale defined by the percentage of subjeots

who had had an association.
Hull (1933) also attempted to get measures of assoelation value.

He used 320 syllables, divided into 20

lists of 16 syllables eaoh. many of whloh had appeared in
Glaze's list.

Eaoh of the 20 subjeots was presented eaoh

list three times at a rate of two seoonds per syllable.

In

addition to serial learning of the lists, subjeots were re
quired to report any associations the syllables might have,
but not to try to think of associations.

Thus, within a

short period of time the subject was asked to do several
things^ making Hull's prooedure questionable (Underwood &
Sohulz. 1960a).
Using another prooedure to determine meaningful
ness. Krueger (1934) spelled eaoh syllable twloe and
subjeots wrote the syllables as they were spelled.

They

also wrote the association aroused by the syllable if suoh
a response occurred.

Those syllables which aroused the

greatest frequenoy of response were listed as having a 100
per cent association value.

Values of the other syllables

were based on the percentage frequenoy of the associations
aroused by the 100 per oent syllables.

A total of 2.183

syllables was used following 100 praotloe syllables.

There

were $86 subjeots. each rating 1200 syllables.
Instead of working with oonsonant-vowel-oonsonant
syllables. Witmer (1935) used syllables consisting of three
oonseoutlve consonants.

Each of 4,535 syllables was

presented on a memory drum for four seoonds.

Subjeots
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were Instructed to spell the syllable and state what It
meant for them, or say "yes" If It was meaningful but they
were unable to state Its meaning In the allotted time. The
meanlngfulness valua was the percentage of the 25 subjeots
who reported an association.

For several reasons. Noble

(1952a) was dissatisfied, with the above studies and other
Indices (Cason, 1926; Haagen, 1949) that had been develop
ed.

They either Involved very short response intervals,

free^association techniques, relative frequenoy measures,
or their reliabilities were not reported.

Therefore, Noble

wished to determine the frequenoy distribution of oontlnued
associations given by subjeots per unit time.

(Continued

associations are those whloh are successively elicited by
the same stimulus, as distinguished from free or controlled
associations).

Noble selected 96 units for the final soal-

lng of meanlngfulness.

These units consisted of about 20

per cent paralogs (e.g., gojey, neglan), 35 per oent words
having a low-frequenoy-of-usage as Indexed by the ThomdlkeLorge (1944) word count and 45 per oent having high-frequency
values.
The method used by Noble to determlie meanlngfulness
Is sometimes referred to as the production method.

The

subjeots were presented with a to-be-soaled dissyllable and
given 60 seoonds to write all the different words ellolted
by the dissyllable.

The Index of meanlngfulness, referred

to as 2 value, was the mean number of responses given to each
dissyllable during a 60 seoond period.
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A positive relationship between m value and learn
ing has slnoe been clearly demonstrated*

For example*

Noble (1952b) gave subjeots dissyllables of either low*
medium or high m value to learn In a standard serial
anticipation method*

Subjeots who learned lists of low £

value required over twloe as many trials to learn as did
subjeots who learned lists of high m value*

Similarly*

Noble & MoNeeley (1957) found that in a palred-assoolate
learning task* as m value increased* errors decreased*
Another definition that is sometimes used for mean
lngfulness is the Thorndike-Lorge (T-L) 1 9 ^ word oount
done at Teachers College* Columbia University*

These

word counts were obtained from the literature of the Eng
lish language*

The relative frequenoy with whloh the

30,000 most frequent words occur in writing was tabulated
to obtain a population index.

Because it is an index of

relative frequency of occurrence in the English language*
it is also employed as an index of the frequenoy with
whloh a subject has experienced the word.

Eaoh word in the

table is listed according to how many times it occurs per
million words*
Because both m value and T-L frequenoy are posi
tively related to learning* it has been reasonably assumed
that these two variables are comparable measures*

A

positive relationship between learning and T-L frequenoy
has been demonstrated (Bousfleld A Cohen* 1955)*

For

example, Cofer A Shevitz (1952) used four hlgh-frequenoy

words and four low-frequency words In a study of the rela
tionship of frequenoy to association value.

The high-fre-

quenoy words had an ooourrenoe of 100 times per million or
more, and the low, one time per million.

Two adjectives

and two nouns were used at each frequenoy level.

Each word

was presented for 10 minutes and subjects were asked to
write down all the words they oould associate to each
stimulus word.

The hlgh-frequenoy adjeotives elloited an

average of 50 associates, and the low ones, 42*

The hlgh-

frequenoy nouns elloited an average of 61 associates and
the lowfrequenoy ones, 44.

Similarly, Lepley (1950) had

subjeots rate words for frequenoy of use.

Next he asked

them to give as many different synonyms as possible to eaoh
stimulus.

A direot relationship was found between the fre

quenoy ratings and the number of synonyms produced.

Such a

result might be expeoted from the faet that it is known
that hlgh-frequenoy words in the T-L lists have more dic
tionary meanings than do low-frequenoy words (Thorndike,
1948; Zipf, 1945).
Thus, two different operational definitions for the
meaningfulness of words have been used in the past few
years.

Again, these are the Thorndike-Lorge (1944) measure

of the frequenoy of words in the English language, and
Noble's (1952a) 3 , the number of associations elloited by a
verbal unit in a 60 second interval.

Slnoe m value and T-L

frequenoy have been demonstrated to be moderately corre
lated, some writers (Underwood A Sohuls, 1960a) suggest
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that these two Indices may not only be related variables
but may also refleot the same underlying process.
For example, in a reoent study by Postman (1962),
frequenoy of occurrence and £ value were considered to be
comparable measures.

Subjects learned lists in which the

stimulus terms were of low, medium, or high frequenoy of
usage according to the Thorndlke-Lorge word count.
found a nonmonotonic relationship.

Postman

Stimuli of Intermediate

frequency resulted in faster learning than stimuli of high
er frequency.

Postman reasoned that his results were due

to two opposing relationships which he later (Postman,
1964) denoted as the interference paradox of associative
probability, a term first used by Underwood and Sohulz
(1960a, p. 46).

Associative probability refers to the

number of associates which are evoked by a verbal unit,
hence it is analogous to Noble*s definition of m.

It is

held that in a rote-learning experiment whloh consists of
words in a subject*s language, pre-experimental associ
ations elloited by items in the list can serve as sources
of both facilitation and interference.

To the extent that

the prescribed associations conform to the learner's
language habits, unit-sequenoe facilitation will result.
As the new associations diverge from prior language habits,
unit-sequenoe interference will develop.

Both facilitation

and Interference may be expeoted to increase with the meanlngfulness of the items in the list.

The larger the number

of different associations which an item acquires through

linguistic usage, the more readily it oan be linked with
other items, either direotly or through short medlatlonal
chains.

At the same time, however, the amount of inter

ference during acquisition and retention may be expeoted
to increase with the number of pre-experimental associ
ations which oan oompete with the prescribed connection.
It is assumed that interference increases with meaningful
ness at a faster rate than facilitation (Postman, 1964-) •
This interpretation was used to account for the nonmono
tonic relationship that was obtained, and no differenti
ation was made between m value and T-L frequenoy.
The interference paradox of associative probability
is related to a larger effort by Underwood and Postman
(i960) to utilize interference factors as an explanation
of learning phenomena.

The focus has been upon interfer

ence produced by previously acquired lingulstlo habits
whloh are unlearned during acquisition and assumed to re
cover over a retention interval to oompete with the
conflicting prescribed associations at recall.

Throughout

this research, meaningfulness has been equated with word
frequency as In the above mentioned study.

The Underwood-

Postman theory attempts to account for differences In
learning and retention of verbal materials in terms of two
souroes of interference, labelled letter-sequenoe inter
ference and unit-sequenoe interference, both of whioh are
assumed to be a funotion of meanlngfulness. The twofmotor theory was first presented by Underwood at the 1961
Gould House Gonferenoe on verbal learning and verbal be-
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havlor.

The baslo principle underlying the theory is that

learning and retention of a list of verbal materials must
be superimposed upon the strong linguistic habits (ESI)
which a subject brings with him to the laboratory setting
and which he will experience during the learning and re
tention intervals*
While both RI and PI are assumed to be important,
it is the PI component which is of greater importance,
since it is assumed that there will be more conflicting
verbal habits from EEI during acquisition of new verbal
material (PI) than following the retention Interval (RI)*
It is assumed that a direct applloatlon of the twofaotor theory oan be made to pre-experlmental S-R habits
whloh would intrude during acquisition, eventually be un
learned, and then recover over the retention interval to
Interfere with the reoall of verbal material*

The two

sources of EEI have been identified as letter-sequenoe
interference and unit-sequenoe interference*

Letter-

sequenoe interference refers to interference stemming from
stronger letter-letter associations than those learned in
the experimental situation*

For example, the association

Q-U is presumed to be stronger than the pair tt-C because of
greater past experience with the former sequenoe.

Thus, to

learn the response C it is necessary to Impose this over the
established habit of the response U which presumably is
done through the meohanisms of competition and unlearning*
Unit-sequenoe refers to interference from verbal items
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whloh are responded to as entire units, suoh as words.
Interference is expeoted to operate in a similar manner
with units and letters.

In general, it was assumed that

there is a U-shaped relationship between EEI and meaning
fulness.

Thus, it was expeoted that as meaningfulness in-

oreases from low to high, the amount of EEI gradually
decreases for letter sequenoes and then increases for unit
sequences.

Based on the data reviewed by Keppel (1968) the

following oonolusions may be drawn regarding this theory.
For letter-sequenoe interference, meaningfulness does not
seem to influenoe the rate of forgetting.

Secondly, the

data on unit-sequenoe interference also seem

to indicate

that meaningfulness does not influenoe the rate of forget
ting.

Thus there is an evident failure of the Underwood-

Fostman formulation to explain the role of EEI in verbal
learning.

However, It is again noted that the studies

Involve data whloh index

meaningfulness by word frequency.

A major difficulty with the Underwood-Postman theory may
lie in conceptualizing meaningfulness as a function of word
frequenoy.
Some researohers have been investigating m value
and T-L frequenoy as separate factors in palred-assoolate
learning situations (Saltz, 1967; Saltz & Modigliani, 196?)•
Saltz maintains that in palred-assoolate learning, a value
and T-L frequenoy of response are related to learning
through the operation of two meohanisms, response differ
entiation and resistance to interference from oompetlng
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associations.

The new association to be learned is

conceptualized as oompetlng with previous associations.

In

addition, it has been shown that lnoreased practice on an
item, per se (without neoessarlly attaching the Item to any
other item), increases response differentiation or availa
bility (Saltz, 1961; Underwood & Schulz, 1960a).

Thus it

was predicted and found that with response words of high m
value, inoreasing T-L frequenoy produoes greater response
differentiation and results in faster learning (Saltz &
Modigliani, 19*7).
In another study in which three separate experi
ments were run, Saltz (196?) focused on the stimulus side
of palred-assoolate learning.

For stimuli, he selected

100 nouns from the Thorndike-Lorge (1944) tables.

The

five categories chosen were in frequenoy of ooourrenoe per
4.5 million words* 1-4, 30-40, 100-200, 399-750, and 1 ,0002,000.

There were approximately 20 words per oategory.

The m value of the stimuli was determined using Noble's
(1952a) procedures, using 87 Ss.
three basio lists were used.

In Experiment I and II,

All the stimuli had m values

between 6.0-6.9* 7*0-7*9* or 8.0-8.9 and T-L frequenoy was
held constant by taking two words from each T-L category.
There were ten items in eaoh list.

Experiment III employed

four different lists in whloh the stimuli varied from 30-40,
100-200, 399-750, and 1,000-2000 in T-L frequenoy.

The m

value was held oonstant by taking three Items of 6.0-6.9
and 8.0-8.9 and four items of 7*0-7.9*

Responses were high-

,frequenoy nouns.

Lists were presented in standard palred-

assoolate manner for 15 trials or 1 errorless trial, which
ever was briefer.

The results of Experiments I and II, in

whloh T-L frequenoy was a within-3 variable and of Experi
ment III, in whloh T-L was a between-S variable, lndloated
that as T-L frequenoy lnoreased, errors inoreased.

In

Experiment II (where m was a between-S variable) and III
(where m was a withln-S variable), as m lnoreased errors
deoreased monotonloally.

In Experiment I (where m was a

between-S variable) the results were nonsignificant with
regard to m valuej however, the trend was for errors to
decrease.
Considering all three experiments as a whole the
results lndloated that when T-L frequenoy was lnoreased
and m value held constant a deorement In performance ooourred as measured by mean errors per Item.

And when

stimulus £ value was lnoreased and T-L held oonstant per
formance improved.
In addition. In both Experiments I and II, the m
x T-L interaction was significant, whloh Saltz tentatively
suggested might refleot the tendenoy of high m material to
be relatively insensitive to variations in T-L frequency,
Saltz Interpreted his results within the framework of inter
ference theory.

He emphasized the importanoe of EEI In

proaotlve terms, stating*
.••(l)f two stimuli evoke the same number of
associates (i.e., have equal a values) but one
of these stimuli had ooourred more frequently
than the other, the S-H systems involving this
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more frequent stimulus will be more resistant
to interference from the new responses to be
acquired than the systems involving the low
frequenoy stimuli.•.Similarly, if T-L fre
quenoy Is held constant, the strength of in
dividual S-B systems would be greater if the
stimulus has been assoolated with relatively
few responses (low m) than if it has been
assoolated with many responses (high m).
Thus low m might result in greater negative
transfer than high m in acquisition of a new
response to the stimulus (Saltz. 1967. p.477).
The results indicate the discrepancies Involved in con
sidering m value and T-L frequenoy as oomparable measures
using an explanation of proactive effects in terms of
strength of existing competing S-B associations.
The present study was an attempt to test Saltz's
interpretation by investigating the effects of m value and
T-L frequenoy on the rate of learning a different type of
list than that used by Saltz.

A comparison was made of the

rate of learning lists in whloh the responses were assoc
iations frequently found In the S-R systems of the subjeots
and similar lists in which the responses were weakly assoc
iated in the subjeots* S-R systems to the stimuli with
which they were paired.

The latter was the type of list

used by Saltz.
Saltz used a proactive interference explanation to
aooount for the differential effects of g value and T-L
frequenoy on learning.

If his explanation is oorreot. then

some interesting results should be obtained if responses of
the pairs to be learned are from the subjeot*s own S-R
system.

That is. proaotlve facilitation should operate as

T-L frequenoy of stimuli is lnoreased and g value held
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oonstant.

in addition, when T-L frequenoy is held oonstant,

lower m value should result in facilitation, sinoe the fewer
associations should each be stronger.

The few associations

made to low m stimuli should be stronger because the aver
age frequenoy per association is lower for the high m words
than for the low m words.

The hypotheses presented below

follow from the above rationale!
Hypothesis It

In a palred-assoolate learning task,

fewer errors will be made when the S-H associations oonsist
of pairs in whloh each response has a high probability of
occurrence to its stimulus than when each response has a
low probability of ooourrence to its stimulus.
Hypothesis Hat

In a palred-assoolate learning

task involving 3-R pairs in whloh each response has a high
probability of ooourrence to its stimulus, errors will de
crease as T-L frequenoy of stimuli increases and m value of
stimuli is held oonstant.
Hypothesis lib:

In a palred-assoolate learning

task Involving S-B pairs in whloh eaoh response has a low
probability of ooourrence to its stimulus, errors will in
crease as T-L frequenoy of stimuli lnoreases and & value of
stimuli is held constant.
Hypothesis Ilia:

In a palred-assoolate learning

task involving S-R pairs in whloh eaoh response has a high
probability of ooourrenoe to its stimulus, errors will lnorease as £ value of stimuli lnoreases and T-L frequenoy of
stimuli is held constant.
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Hypothesis Illb:

In a palred-assoolate learning

task involving S-B pairs in which eaoh response has a low
probability of occurrence to its stimulus, errors will de
crease as £ value of stimuli lnoreases and T-L frequenoy
is held constant•
Hypotheses Ila, lib, and Ilia, Illb follow from
Saltz*s interference theory interpretation of the differ
ential effects of stimulus m and T-L frequenoy on rate of
learning.

That is, with regard to hypotheses Ila, If two

stimuli evoke the same number of associates (i.e., have
equal m values) but one of these stimuli has ooourred more
frequently than the other, the subjects* S-R system involv
ing the more frequent stimulus will be more resistant to
interference from new responses to be acquired in standard
palred-assoolate learning than the system involving the
low-frequenoy stimulus.

However, If eaoh response to be

learned has a high probability of ooourrenoe to its stimu
lus in the subjects* S-B systems, then the pairs to be
learned that consist of high-frequenoy stimuli should be
more easily learned than those involving low-frequenoy
stimuli, for, if the associations have ooourred more fre
quently, they should be stronger than those of S-B systems
involving low-frequenoy stimuli.

This is consistent with

Saltz*s theorizing although the predicted results for this
particular list are opposite from those obtained by Saltz.
The differenoe is that here the stronger associations re
sulting from higher T-L frequenoy should aid in learning
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responses that have a high probability of ooourrenoe In
subjects1 S-R systems; In Saltz*s study, these stronger
assoolatlons produced greater Interference with new
responses not In the subjeots* S-R systems#

Consistent

with Saltz*s theorizing, hypothesis lib makes the assump
tion that In a learning task In whloh eaoh response to be
learned has a low probability of ooourrenoe to Its stimu
lus, hlgh-frequenoy stimuli will Involve stronger
assoolatlons from subjects1 3-R systems that will produce
greater lnterferenoe effects and lead to more errors#
Similarly, with regard to hypothesis Ilia, If T-L
frequenoy of stimuli Is held oonstant, the strength of
Individual S-R systems should be weaker If the stimulus has
been assoolated with many responses (high m).

Thus, In

standard palred-assoolate learning, low m might result In
greater negative transfer than high m In aoqulsltlon of a
new response to the stimulus, since salient oompetlng
assoolatlons from subjeots1 S-R systems will be stronger.
However, in using response items whloh have a high proba
bility of ooourrenoe to particular stimulus Items In
subjects' S-R systems, It Is assumed that the response Is,
In terms of probability, a salient part of eaoh subJeot*s
own S-R system.

Following Saltz*s reasoning, with low sit

relatively few responses have been attached to the stimulus
and the high probability responses to be learned should
therefore be easier to learn than In the oase of high m,
because the salient assoolatlon, assumed to be part of the
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subject's S-B system, should be stronger.
The reasoning underlying hypothesis Illb is again
oonsistent with that of Saltz, i.e., when the responses to
be learned have a low probability of ooourrenoe in subjects*
S-B systems, high stimulus m should produce less inter
ference when T-L frequenoy is held oonstant, and result in
fewer errors.
Hypothesis I also follows from the reasoning of
Saltz:
The point of view talien here holds that in the
acquisition of any verbal connection, the major
problem is not the formation of the individual
association. It is the differentiation of the
given association from all other associations.
This is obvious in palred-assooiates learning.
Any single pair oan usually be learned in one
trial. Difficulty in learning is a oonsequenoe
of learning many pairs in a single list. Rein
forcement of a given pair oan be oonoeptuallzed
as strengthening the boundary strength between
this pair and other pairs, thus producing dif
ferentiation (Saltz, 19^1, p. 161).
Thus it oan be argued that an S-B pair in whloh the re
sponse has a high frequenoy of ooourrenoe to the stimulus
is more easily differentiated from other responses, as
compared to pairs in whloh the response has a low frequenoy
of ooourrenoe to its stimulus.

Because the stimulus and

response are strongly assoolated with eaoh other, they are
more resistant to interference from competing responses and
therefore more readily differentiated from other pairs.
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CHAPTER II
METHOD
Materials
Stimulus words that were used by Saltz (1967) were
employed In this Investigation.

The m value of these stimu

lus words were Independently obtained from 100 subjeots (Ss)
using Noble*s (1952a) prooedures and instructions, with some
minimal ohanges.

The speolflo instructions that were given

in order to obtain m values are presented In Appendix 1.
Five categories based on T-L count, eaoh containing
approximately 20 words were used.

In frequenoy of ooour

renoe per 4.5 million words these categories were:
40, 100-200, 399-750, and 1,000-2,000.

1-4, 20-

The 100 words and

their obtained m values are presented below in Table 1.

The

same 100 words and their obtained m values as determined by
Saltz are presented below in Table 2.

While Saltz*s values

were obtained In a manner similar to that used in this study,
it Is readily seen by inspeotlon that the obtained m values
in the two tables are not identical.

However, in terms of

low. Intermediate, and high m values, they are oomparable.
From the 100 words in Table 1, seven lists eaoh containing
10 stimuli were constructed according to the criteria des
cribed on page 29.
Two experiments were run.
different baslo lists were used.

In Experiment I, three
In one list, all the

TABLE 1
Kean o Values for 100 Words Classified by Thorndlke-Lorge Frequenoy

Thorndlke-Lorge L Frequenoles
1-4

a

Toga
Bison
Padlook
Zedlao
Dowry
Graphite
Yeoman
ConoaTe
Klnsaan
Ion
Quotient
Farthing
Sohlsa
Egress
Offshoot
Burgher
Baiaent
Leguae
Haiad
Hyssop

9.07
9.68
8,70
8.52
8.41
7.45
7.20
7.61
7.21
8.11
6.45
6.10
5.76
4.10
5.87
5.38
3.63
5.90
2.19
2.47

Mean a,

6.49

30-40
*
Grooer
Khuokle
Launder
Exit
Aruor
Passport
Drunkard
Filter
Seedling
Liver
Beoess
Whimper
Hybrid
Turmoil
Bonus
Shilling
Chaos
Malloe
Ardor
Vista

100-200
*

7.85
7.94
8.28
7.95
7.70
7.3-5
4.91
7.71

Angel
10.55
Towel
9.84
Bullet 11.62
Liquor 10.79
Harbor 11.06
8.12
Porter
Measure 9.87
Wisdom
8.05
Poison
9.12
Shelter 9.04
Novel
9.65
Backet
8.31
Evil
8.97
Outfit
7.96
Kindness 7.84
Instlnot 7.52
Client
7.25
Glory
7.97
Function 7.24
Response 7.74

8.38

8.92

2*51
8.70
9.49
9.18
9.65
8.99
9.74
8.31
8.77
8.91
8.48

8.30

T99-750

1.000-2000
a

Weather
Heaven
Salad
Bottle
Nature
labor
Machine
Ticket
Station
Knowledge
Quarter
History
Issue
Effort
Affair
Dozen
Period
Center
Mistake
Dlstanoe

Country
Window
Building
Street
Garden
Dinner
Family
Letter
Table
Husband
Offlee
Story
Order
6.83 Problem
7.04 Return
7.12 Question
8.01 Matter
8.17 Promise
7.65 Journal
8.88 Reply

11.39
10.70
10.49
10.69
10.11
9.20
9.68
10.08
8.42
9.25
8.41
9.96
8.31

9.02

m

11.14
11.61
10.47
11.00
11.17
10.54
10.61
10.26

10.26
9.55
9.93
9.96
8.78

8.56
7.39
8.62
7.46
7.01

8.03
7.22
9.48

TABLE 2
Mean m Values for 100 Words Classified by Thorndlke-Lorge Frequenoy
from Saltz (I967)1
s

1-4
/

Toga
Bison
Padlock
Zodiao
Dowry
Graphite
Yeoman
Concave
Kinsman
Ion
Quotient
Farthing
Schism
Egress
Offshoot
Burgher
Balment
Legume
Naiad
Hyssop

H

Thomdlke-Lorpce L Freauenoies
100-200
399-750
3-40
*
m

8.55 Grocer
8.40 Knuckle
7.36 Launder
7.19 s n t
6.97 Armor
6.79 Passport
6.75 Drunkard
6.33 Filter
6.03 Seedling
6.02 Liver
5.66 Beoess
5.56 Whimper
5.21 Hybrid
5.08 Turmoil
5.01 Bonus
4.97 Shilling
4.75 Chaos
4.56 Halloe
3.63 Ardor
3.51 Vista

8.83
8.57
8.09
7.53
7.49
7.38
7.33
7.09
7.02
6.97
6.92

6.87
6.83
6.68
6.68

6.30
6.08
6.04
5.74
5.34

Angel
Towel
Bullet
Liquor
Harbor
Porter
Measure
Wisdom
Poison
Shelter
Novel
Baoket
Evil
Outfit
Kindness
Instinct
Client
Glory
Funotion
Besponse
Disgrace

9.02
8.89
8.33
8.28
8.13
8.00
7.96
7.78
7.48
7.30
7.30
6.97
6.97
6.83
6.49

6.38

Weather
Heaven
Salad
Bottle
Nature
Labor
Machine
Ticket
Station
Knowledge
Quarter
History
Issue
Effort
Affair
Dozen
Period
Center
Mistake

m
8.95
8.68

8.67
8.36
8.19
8.03

8.03
7.64
7.55
7.52
7.47
7.14
6.77
6.71
6.63
6.24
6.20
6.09
5.69

1.000-2000
m
Country
Window
Building
Street
Garden
Dinner
Family
Letter
Table
Husband
Office
Story
Order
Problem
Beturn
Question
Matter
Promise
Journal
Beply

9.16
9.15
9.02
8.90
8.89
8.87
8.68
8.39
8.18
8.14
7.98
7.82
7.67
7.i 4
6.42
6.22
6.02
5.97
5.97
5.69

6.29
6.14
6.08
5.99
5.72
7.41
Hean m
7.25
5.91
6.99
7.71
1* Originally there were to be 20 words from eaoh category. Due to a olerioal
error. Category 100-200. contains 21 words and Category 399-750, contains 19 words.
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stlaull had a values between 7.0-7,9. In a second list
the stimuli had a values between 8,0-8.9. and In the
third lists the stimuli had a values between 9*0-9.9.
(Saltz used £ values between 6.0-6.9, 7*0-7.9. end 8.08.9),

In eaoh of the three lists, two stlaull oaae froa

eaoh of the five T-L frequenoy categories.

Thus, a was a

between-list variable, with the 10 stimuli in a list from a
single level of a value, and T-L frequenoy was a withln11st variable with two stimuli from eaoh of the five T-L
oategorles.
Experiment II employed four different baslo lists.
The stimuli for eaoh list were froa the same T-L frequenoy
oategory, the four oategorles Involved being 30-1*0 , 100200, 399-750. and 1,000-2,000.

Within eaoh of these lists,

three stlaull had a values of 7.0-7.9, four had a values of
8.0-8.9, and three had a values of 9.0-9.9.

Here, T-L

frequenoy was a between-list variable, and a value a wlthin11st variable.

The seven baslo lists are presented below In

Tables 3 and 4.

Half of the Ss learned responses designated

as low-probablllty responses while half learned responses of
high probability.

Probability of response Items was ob

tained by determining whloh responses ooourred aost frequent
ly, as ooapared with responses that ooourred Infrequently or
not at all to stimuli, when Noble's (1952a) procedures were
used to determine £ value.

A count was aade to determine

whloh responses ooonrred the largest peroentage of time to
each of the stimulus lteas to be used in the lists.

An

Table 3
The Three Baslo Lists for Experiment I for the High Probability Group

CONCAVE -GLASS

ZODIAC

KINSMAN -FBIEND
CHAOS

-ASTROLOGY

TOGA

-DRESS

PADLOCK -COMBINATION

BISON

-EXTINCT

-TURMOIL

SEEDLING-YOUNG

ARMOR

-METAL

MALICE

-HURT

FILTER

-CHARCOAL

GROCER -STORE

CLIENT

-PATIENT

WISDOM

-AGE

TOWEL

FUNCTION-PURPOSE

PORTER

-HOTEL

MEASURE-WEIGHT

DOZEN

-DIRTY

STATION -RAILROAD

LABOR

AFFAIR

-SEX

QUARTER -DOLLAR

MACHINE-AUTOMATIC

MATTER

-ATOM

ORDER

HUSBAND-HARRIAGE

PROMISE -SECRET

-COMMAND

PROBLEM -TROUBLE

-WIPE

-PAIN

OFFICE -DESK
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Table 4
The Four Baslo Lists for Experiment II
for the High-Probability Group

GROCER

rSTORE

TOWEL

-WIPE

LAUNDER

-WASHER

MEASURE -RULER

ARMOR

-METAL

POISON

-MURDER

FILTER

-CHARCOAL

PORTER

-HOTEL

SEEDLING -YOUNG

WISDOM

-AGE

LIVER

-BACON

RACKET

-BALL

RECESS

-BREAK

EVIL

-SIN

SHILLING -POUND

FUNCTION-PURPOSE

CHAOS

-TURMOIL

GLORY

MALICE

-HURT

RESPONSE-REACTION

LABOR

-PAIN

HUSBAND -MARRIAGE

MACHINE

-AUTOMATIC

OFFICE

-DESK

KNOWLEDGE-SMART

STORY

-TALE

STATION

-RAILROAD

ORDER

-COMMAND

QUARTER

-DOLLAR

PROBLEM -TROUBLE

ISSUE

-GIVE

QUESTION-TEST

DISTANCE -TRAVEL

-FLAG

JOURNAL -DIARY

AFFAIR

-SEX

REPLY

-LETTER

DOZEN

-DIRTY

PROMISE -SECRET

MISTAKE

-CORRECT

MATTER

-ATOM
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item which occurred with a high frequenoy (22-J21 of the
time) and whioh did not ooour as a response to another
stimulus item in the list was used as the response member
of the pair for the H-group.
In the L-group, a set of hlgh-frequenoy words froa
the Thorndlke-Lorge word list was ohosen to function as re
sponses.

Thus, pairs that consisted of stimuli and

responses whloh were weakly assoolated with eaoh other were
established.

Table 5 below presents the list of responses

that were used.

The responses were paired with the stimuli

In the same order that they are presented in Tables 3* 4 and
5.

For example, the first word in eaoh list in Table 3 was

paired with the first word in Table 5 so that the stimulus
CONCAVE was paired with the response COUNTRY. and the
stimulus ZODIAC was also paired with COUNTHY for a differ
ent group of Ss.

Thus, L-group lists represent a replica

tion of Saltz*s experiments, and H-group lists were an
extension of his researoh.

Spbteojfca
Introductory psychology students at the University
of New Hampshire served as 3s.

There were 90 females and 50

males, making a total of 140 Ss in the two experiments.

In

Experiment I, 41 females and 19 males were run, for a total
of 60 Ss.

In Experiment II, 49 females and yi males were

run, making a total of 80 Ss.
trol for sex differences.

No attempt was made to con

Ss were randomly assigned to the

different oondltlons of the experiments prior to being run.
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Table 5
The Ten Responses Used for the Low Probability Group

1.

COUNTRY

2.

FLOOD

3.

PREVAIL
TRICK

5.

DINNER

6.

GRAMMAR

7.

RETURN

8.

SOLID

9.

MEMORY

10.

WAGON

3*

Procedure
The general procedure was the same for the two
experiments*

All Ss were first presented a paired asso

ciate practice learning task to learn to a criterion of two
suooessive errorless trials or for 15 trials, whiohever was
briefer*

The instructions that were given to Ss are pre

sented in Appendix 2.

The practice list stimuli consisted

of five paralogs taken from Noble*s list (1952a) and the
responses were five-digit numbers.

This list was presented

in five different orders randomly chosen so that no pairs
appeared more than once in adjacent positions.
list is presented in Table 14 in Appendix 3*

The practice
Its fmotion

was to aoqualnt the S with the general procedure of PAL,
thus making Ss more homogeneous on this variable on the
experimental task.
On the main task, Ss were instructed that they were
to learn a list consisting of pairs of words whloh were to
be presented in different orders.
are presented in Appendix 2*
usual paired-assooiate manner.

The specific instructions

The lists were presented in the
Half the Ss learned lists

whioh consisted of pairs in which eaoh response had a high
probability of ooourrenoe to its stimulus (H-group).

The

other half of the Ss learned lists whioh consisted of pairs
in whloh eaoh response had a low probability of ooourrenoe
to its stimulus (L-group).
Lists were presented on a Gloriok memory drum with a

one-and-a-half second anticipation period In whioh the
stimulus alone was presented, followed by a two-seoond
period in whioh the stimulus and response were presented
simultaneously.

The drum took one-and-a-half seoonds to

advance to the next stimulus item.
was five seoonds.

The intertrial Interval

The lists were printed in elite type in

oapltals on tapes of 80 lb. fotollth paper.
presented in five different orders.

Eaoh list was

The orders were chosen

randomly, with the restriotion that pairs not appear in
adjaoent positions more than once.

The same orders were

used for all lists and the starting order was the same for
all lists.
Eaoh S learned the experimental list to two error
less trials or 20 presentations, whichever was briefer.
Upon completion of the study, Ss were thanked for their co
operation and asked not to dlsouss the experiment with their
olassmates.
In summary, in Experiment 1, m value of the stimuli
was manipulated between lists, while T-L frequenoy of stimu
li was held oonstant aoross lists but was manipulated within
lists.

Half the 3s (H-group) learned lists consisting of

pairs of words in whloh eaoh response had a high probability
of ooourrenoe to its stimulus.

The other half of the Ss

(L-group) learned lists consisting of the same set of stimu
li but different responses, eaoh of whioh had a low proba
bility of ooourrenoe to its stimulus.
In Experiment II, T-L frequenoy was manipulated be
tween lists while a value of the stimuli was held oonstant

across lists but was manipulated within lists.

Two groups

(H and I* groups) were again differentiated as above.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Eaoh of the two experiments was analyzed separately
as a repeated measurements design.

In Experiment I, m value

was a between-groups variable and T-L frequenoy was a withIn-groups variable.

In Experiment II. m value was a wlthln-

groups variable and T-L frequenoy was a between-groups
variable.

In addition, trend analyses were carried out on

the data.

In both experiments, the dependent variable was

the mean number of errors per Item made by eaoh S in learn
ing his list to criterion.
The major results will be presented first by Inter
preting the trends lndloated by the ourves of Figure 1 and
Figure 2, pp. 38 and 39 • Statistical support for these
Inferences will then be presented.
The most obvious result of the study was that re
sponse probability produoed an effeot.

As both Figure 1

and Figure 2 Indicate, under the oondltion of high response
probability there were consistently fewer errors made than
under the condition of low response probability.
Inspection of the ourves of Figure 1 reveals that as
a value lnoreases and T-L frequenoy is held oonstant. errors
decrease under oondltlons of both high and low response
probability (P).

In addition, under the oondltion of low P.
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errors decrease more rapidly than is the oase under the
oondltlon of high F.
Inspection of the ourves of Figure 2 reveals that
as T-L frequenoy increases and g value is held oonstant,
errors inorease under both high and low P.

In addition,

it may be seen that under the oondition of low F, errors
Inorease more rapidly than Is the oase under the oondltlon
of high P.
In Experiment I, a 2 x 3 * 5 faotorlal repeated
measures design was used, with two levels of P; three
levels of m value; and five levels of T-L frequency, whloh
was the repeated measurement.
The main analysis yielded slgnifloant Fa (j><.01)
for the effects of P, T-L and the P x T-L interaction.
Table 6t p. 41, presents a summary of the analysis of vari
ance for Experiment I.
The significant F for P indicates that F produced
an effeot.

Thus, varying response probability level from

low to high deoreased errors.

High response probability

resulted in superior learning, oompared with low response
probability.
The significant £, for T-L lndloates that the per
formance was not the same at all levels of T-L frequenoy.
However, the significant F for the P x T-L interaction
shows that the effeot of T-L was not independent of the
level of P.
With relation to the hypotheses of the study, the
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Table 6
Analysis of Variance of the Mean Errors Per Item
for Experiment I
Source

df

MS

F

Between
m value (m)

2

11.42

.61

Response probability
level (P)

1

875.52

46.67**

m x P

2

2.98

54

18.76

Thorndike-Lorge
Frequency (T-L)

4

53.89

15.05**

m x T-L

8

10.39

2.90**

P x T-L

4

25.42

7.10**

m x P x T-L

8

4.25

216

3.58

Error(b)

.16

Within

Error

**£<•01

1.19

/following conclusions may be drawn.

Hypothesis I, which

was that performance would be superior when P level was
high, was supported.

The findings that T-L produoed an

effeot. and also that It was not Independent of P level,
are consistent with Hypotheses Ila and lib whloh stated that
In PAL Involving S-R pairs In whloh each response has high
P. errors will decrease as T-L frequency of stimuli In
creases and m value Is held constant, whereas with low P.
errors will Increase.

However, such an analysis of the data

Is not sufficient by Itself to support the speoifio pre
dictions whloh were made, arid the results of further
analyses that were carried out are presented below.
In Experiment II, a 2 x 4 i 3 factorial repeated
measures design was used, with two levels of Ft four levels
of T-L; and three levels of m value, which was the repeat
ed measurement.
The main analysis, summarized In Table 7, p. 43,
yielded significant Fs (jj^.OI) for the effeots of P, m and
the m x P Interaction.
The significant F for P, as in Experiment I, indi
cates that varying response probability level from low to
high resulted In fewer errors.

Again, high P resulted In

superior learning, compared with low response probability.
The significant F for m Indicates that performance
was not the same at all levels of m value, and the signifi
cant F for the m x P interaction shows that the effeot of
m value was not Independent of P level.
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Table 7
Analysis of Varianoe of the Mean Errors Per Item
for Experiment II
Source

Af

MS

F

Thorndlke-Lorge
Frequency (T-L)

3

59.19

Response probability
level (P)

1

1550.4?

T-L x P

3

20.32

Error (b)

72

21.85

m value (m)

2

81.82

38.78**

m x T-L

6

23.07

10.93**

m x P

2

39.37

18.66**

m x T-L x P

6

7.02

3.33*

144

2.11

Between
2.71
70.96**
.93

Lthln

Error (lf)

**£<.01
*£<.05

With regard to the hypotheses of the study, the
following conclusions may be drawn from this analysis of
the results of Experiment II.

Hypothesis I was again sup

ported, as in Experiment I, slnoe performance was superior
when F level was high.
The findings that m produoed an effeot, and that
the effeot of the m x F interaotlon was signifioant are
oonsistent with Hypotheses Ilia and Illb, whloh state that
in PAL Involving S-H pairs in whloh eaoh response has high
P, errors will Inorease as m value of stimuli lnoreases and
T-L is held constant, whereas with low P, errors will de
crease.
Slnoe the above analyses did not permit full eval
uation of the predlotlons made in Hypotheses II and III, in
which opposite trends were predioted with lnoreases in m
and T-L frequenoy under conditions of high as oontrasted
with low F, trend analyses were oarrled out on the data.
The trend analyses were done in two parts.

In the

first, L (slope) soores were analyzed to determine trends
in the wlthin-groups data.

As shown in Table 8, p.J*5, in

Experiment I both the £ for the mean and the £ for P were
slgnlfloant (£<.01 and £<.05» respectively).

In addition,

analyses of the L soores oarrled out separately at eaoh of
the two levels of P yielded slgnlfloant Fs (£<.01) for the
mean.

(See Tables 10 and 11, p.i*6).
From these analyses, it may be oonoluded that the

best fit straight line through the different levels of T-L
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Table 8
Trend Analysis Using Slope (L) Soores for the T-L x P Inter
action in Experiment I (Within data)

Sssroe________ &£_______ gs_________
Mean

1

1904.07

P

1

960.60

58

47.10

Error

40.43**
20.39*

**£<.01
*£<•05
Table 9
Trend Analysis Using Slope (L) Soores for the m x P Interaotion in Experiment II (Within data)
Souroe

df

MS

P

Mean

1

321.12

39.35**

P

1

154.01

I8.87**

78

8.16

Error

Table 10
Trend Analysis Using Slope (L) Soores for T-L at High P In
Experiment i (Within data)
Souroe

df

MS

Mean

1

80,03

m

2

3*11

27

7.68

Error

F
10.kZ**

**£^01
Table 11
Trend Analysis IBslng Slope (L) Soores for T-L at low P In
Experiment I (Within data)
df

MS

Mean

1

278^,03

m

2

58.66

27

88.93

Souroe

Error

**Z£,01

F
31.30**
_
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averaged aoross the levels of P is not horizontal. I.e.,
that the slope

of this line Is not zero.

Further, the

analysis shown

InTable 8 Indicates that the ourve through

different levels of T-L under low P asoends more rapidly
than the analogous ourve tinder high P.

However, the slgnl

floant Fs obtained In the analyses shown In Tables 10 and
11 Indicate that at both levels of P errors Inorease as T-L
frequenoy lnoreases.

(The data analyzed here are the

wlthln-groups data presented In Figure 2).
As shown In Table 9, p. 45, In Experiment II, the
£s for the mean and P are both slgnlfloant (£<«01).

In

addition, analysis of the L soores oarrled out separately
at eaoh of the two levels of P yielded slgnlfloant Fs
(j»<.01) for the mean.

(See Tables 12 and 13, p. 48).

From these analyses. It may be ooneluded that the
best fit straight line through the different levels of ig
averaged aoross the levels of F Is not horizontal, I.e.,
that the slope

of this line Is not zero.

Further, the

analysis shown

InTable 9 Indicates that the ourve through

different levels of m under low P decreases more rapidly
than the analogous ourve under high P.

However, the slg

nlfloant Fs obtained In the analyses shown In Tables 12
and 13 Indicate that at both levels of P errors deorease
as a value lnoreases.

(The data analyzed here are the

wlthln-groups data presented In Figure 1.)
In the second part, similar trend analyses of the
linear oomponents were oarrled out on the between-groups
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Table 12
Trend Analysis Using Slope (L) Soores for ig at High P In
Experiment II (Within data)
Souroe

df

MS

Mean

1

15-18

T-L

3

6.6?

36

2.03

Error

F
7-48**
3-29*

** £<.01
* £<i05
Table 13
Trend Analysis Using Slope (L) Soores for m at Loir P In
Experiment II (Within data)
Souroe

..

___ &£_______ 10...

F

Mean

1

459-96

45-77**

T-L

3

60.74

6.04**

36

10-05

Error

**£<-01
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data.

These failed to yield any significant Fs.
With regard to the hypotheses, the trend analyses

of the L soores lend no support to Hypotheses 11a or Ilia.
That is, It was predloted that under the high P oondltlon,
errors would deorease as T-L frequenoy was Inoreased and £
was held oonstant, and that under the high P condition er
rors would Inorease as m was Inoreased and T-L was held
oonstant.

Suoh results were not obtained.

However, the

trend analyses of the L soores do support Hypotheses lib
and Illb.

That is, with m value held oonstant, errors In

oreased as T-L frequenoy was Inoreased under the low P
oondltlon, and, under the low P condition, with T-L frequen
oy held oonstant, errors decreased as £ was inoreased.
Thus, these findings support Saltz's (1967) findings (for
low P) and bear out Hypotheses lib and Illb.
The analysis shown in Table 6 reveals that in Ex
periment I a slgnlfloant F (£<.01) was obtained for the
£ x T-L Interaction.

In Table 7, it is seen that a slgnl

floant F {£<.01) was obtained In Experiment II for the £ x
T-L lnteraotlon.

Also, as Table 7 lndloates, In Experiment

II, a slgnlfloant F (£<.05) resulted for the £ x T-L x P
Interaction.

The significant m x T-L interaction In both

Experiments lndloates that the effect of £ is not the same
at all levels of T-L, and vice versa.

Thus, it may be con

cluded that £ and T-L do not operate Independently of eaoh
other.
The slgnlfloant F for the £ x T-L x P lnteraotlon
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indicates that the two-way interactions are not independent
of the levels of the third variable Involved.
In summarization, the statistical analyses lead to
the following conclusions.

Hypothesis I was supported in

both Experiment I and Experiment II.

That is, in PAL, fewer

errors will be made when the S-R associations consist of
pairs in which eaoh response has a high probability of oc
currence to its stimulus.
The results of the analyses of the within data
Indicate support for Saltz's (1967) original findings by
confirming his results for low probability responses.

How

ever, the results do not support Hypotheses Ila and Ilia,
which follow from Saltz's theorizing.

While the slopes of

the curves for m are different at different levels of P, as
are the slopes of the ourves for T-L frequenoy, the direc
tion of these slopes is not as predicted.

That is, even

under conditions of high F, errors inoreased as T-L frequen
oy was increased and m was held oonstant, and errors
decreased as m was inoreased and T-L was held constant.
However, the rates of Inorease and decrease, respectively,
were higher under the low P condition than under the high P
oondltlon.

Therefore, it is necessary to re-examine Saltz's

Interpretation of the manner in which m value and T-L fre
quenoy operate.

Such an examination follows In the

Dlsousslon section.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
The findings of the present investigation oan be
divided into four major parts*
response probability level;

the effeets of manipulating

the effects produced by Manip

ulating m and T-L frequenoy as separate faotors under low
response probability;

the effects produced by manipulating

m value and T-L frequency as separate faotors under high re
sponse probability; and lnteraotlon effoots.
Before considering the meaning of these results, a
recapitulation of the relevant theoretloal positions will
be presented.

Postman (1962) has assumed that T-L frequenoy

and £ value are oomparable measures.

When stimulus items of

low, medium, and high T-L frequenoy were found to produce
a nonmonotonic function in PAL, he Invoked the interference
paradox of associative probability as an explanation.

This

explanation assumes that in a learning experiment involving
stimuli from a subject1s own repertoire or language, proexperimental associations ellolted by suoh stimuli oan serve
as souroes of both facilitation and interference in learning
new responses, and that the effeot produoed is a funotlon of
the number of associations (a value)*

To the extent that the

prescribed associations oonform to the subjeot* s own reper
toire, facilitation will ocour.

However, as new associations
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depart from old associations, Interference will also de
velop.

Both facilitation and Interference may be ezpeoted

to Inorease as meanlngfulness of the stimuli Increases.
The larger the number of different associations a word has,
the more easily It can be linked with other Items either
directly or through short medlatlonal chains.

Simultaneous

ly, however, the amount of Interference during acquisition
and reoall may be ezpeoted to Increase with an Increasing
number of pre-experlmental associations, whloh will compete
with the prescribed associations.
Saltz (196?), on the other hand, has maintained that
meanlngfulness and familiarity, when operationally defined
as m value and T-L frequenoy, respectively, operate as
separate faotors.

Noble, too, oonslders familiarity to be

Independent of meanlngfulness stating,.."(t)he meaningful is
always familiar, but the familiar Is not always meaningful"
(Noble, 1963* p.99).

Generally speaking highly meaningful

words may be found to have high T-L frequenoy.

However,

there are words such as but whloh may have a high T-L fre
quenoy rating but not be very meaningful and obtain low
association ratings (m).
In Investigating the stimulus side of PAL, Saltz
(1967) Invoked a proactive Interference explanation for the
differential effeots of m value and T-L frequenoy.

He

assumed that with Increasing T-L frequenoy (lnoreasing
familiarity), greater proaotlve Interference should ooour
and lead to poorer learning when subjeots are required to
learn new associations.

This is beoause In learning new

-associations It is necessary to overcome stronger old
associations as T-L frequenoy increases.

However, with in

creasing meanlngfulness as measured by m value, decreased
proaotlve interference should ooour.

At low m, the

associative strength Is assumed to be greater for individual
pairs on the average because there are fewer pairs, oompared
to the high m situation.

For example, if a stimulus has

two associations, the frequenoy of occurrence of association
is divided between these two pairs.

But with the same T-L

frequency at high m it may be divided by as many as nine
pairs.

Hence, on the average, the associative strength of

any one pair under high m is lower than under low m condi
tions.

At low m it follows that the individual S-R pairs

have stronger associations that are harder to break to
learn new pairs than at high m, where the individual pairs
are weaker and easier to overcome to learn new pairs.

This

is consistent with Underwood's (19^5) finding that learning
a new response to a stimulus was harder when a single
response had been strongly associated with it than when
several responses had been weakly associated with the stimu
lus.
Saltz's results were consistent with this formula
tion, sinoe they indicated that as m value was Inoreased and
T-L frequenoy held oonstant for stimuli, new learning im
proved.

When T-L frequenoy was inoreased and m value held

oonstant for stimuli, opposite results were obtained.

For

Saltz, then, the oruoial factor in producing interference
effeots in new learning was not the number of previous asso-
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oiations to a stimulus, but the associative strength of
existing associations, which was assumed to increase as the
number of associations decreased, with the frequenoy of
occurrence of the stimulus held oonstant.
The present study tested Saltz's interpretations
of the differential effects of m and T-L frequenoy by
investigating PAL in which the responses were of high proba
bility, i.e., part of a subject's own S-R system.

It was

hypothesized that, in learning pairs of high response
probability, proactive facilitation should occur as T-L
frequency of stimuli inoreased and m was held oonstant.
This prediction was made because the pairs of high T-L
frequency (and oonstant m) are stronger pairs on the average
than those of lower T-L frequenoy.

Slnoe these pairs conform

to subjects' language habits and consist of relatively strong
ly associated stimuli and responses to be learned, the more
familiar the pairs are in terms of frequency, the more
readily they should be reproduced.
Similarly, it was held that when T-L frequenoy was
held oonstant, lower m should result in facilitation because
the fewer associations (low m) would be, on the average,
stronger as compared with the high m items.

It was assumed

that the response to be learned would be, in terms of proba
bility, a salient part of eaoh subjeot's own S-R system.
Hence with low m, relatively few responses would have been
attaohed to the stimulus and the high probability responses
to be learned should, therefore, be easier to learn than in
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the oase of high m, because the associations, assumed to
be part of the subject's S-R system , should be stronger
on the average under low m.

The hypotheses presented below

follow from the above rationale:
Hypothesis I:

In a palred-assoclate learning task,

fewer errors will be made when the S-R associations consist
of pairs in which eaoh response has a high probability of
occurrence to its stimulus than when eaoh response has a
low probability of occurrence to Its stimulus.
Hypothesis Ila:

In a paired-associate learning

task involving S-R pairs In which each response has a high
probability of occurrence to Its stimulus, errors will
decrease as T-L frequency of stimuli increases and m value
of stimuli Is held oonstant.
Hypothesis lib:

In a palred-assoclate learning

task involving S-R pairs in whloh eaoh response has a low
probability of occurrence to its stimulus, errors will
Inorease as T-L frequenoy of stimuli lnoreases and m value
of stimuli, is held constant.
Hypothesis Ilia:

In a palred-assoclate learning

task involving S-R pairs in whloh eaoh response has a high
probability of ooourrenoe to its stimulus, errors will
inorease as m value of stimuli increases and T-L frequenoy
of stimuli is held oonstant.
Hypothesis Illb:

In a paired-assoolate learning

task involving S-R pairs in whloh eaoh response has a low
probability of ooourrenoe to its stimulus, errors will

decrease as m value of stimuli Increases and T-L frequen
oy Is held oonstant.
Data In support of Hypotheses Ila, lib, Ilia and
Illb would lend further support to Saltz*s Interference
explanation of the differential effects of inoreased m
and T-L frequenoy on new (i.e., low-probabllity response)
learning.

It was evident that data In support of Hypo

theses Ilia wodld oast doubt on the validity of the
mediatlonal Interpretation of the role of inoreased m,
slnoe it would be difficult to explain why inoreased availa
bility of mediating responses should lead to poorer learning.
Initially, pilot work was conducted in which sub
jects were asked to produoe their own responses to stimuli
in order to obtain high-probabillty responses.

A week later

they were asked to "learn" lists oonslsting of these pairs.
This procedure had to be abandoned beoause it was found
that performance was, in most oases, errorless.

Subjeots

did not have to "learn" anything beoause these associations
were too predominant.

Even though subjeots had to produoe

what was presumably one of many associations, there did not
seem to be any interference effects.

Thus, assuming the

produoed response to be one of the most dominant and high
est in a hierarchy of responses, once verbalized, the items
continued to be readily reproduced.

It was deolded, there

fore, to abandon such a procedure for obtaining a set of
highly associated responses to the stimuli.
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Instead, in order to obtain high-probabllity
responses, it was decided to use group norms based on the
data obtained using Noble*s (1952a) procedures.

Asso

ciations to the stimuli were tabulated and the percentage
of frequenoy of association was determined for eaoh item.
Beoause it was assumed that responses with a very high
probability of occurrence would result in association so
strong that little learning would be necessary, medium
probability levels were employed,

Suoh a decision was

based not only on the results of the pilot work but also
on related researoh.

For example. Postman (1962) reported

that when subjects produoe their own responses to stimuli
for PAL, there are relatively few errors in learning suoh
pairs as compared to traditionally oreated pairs.

In

addition, Intralist intrusions at reoall rarely ooourred.
Abra (1966) reported comparable results in a similar experi
ment using the method of generated responses.

It is ap

parent that in lists consisting of very strongly associated
stimuli and responses there is good differentiation among
pairs and learning is rapid.
Thus, although two sets of responses were employed
and one was of higher probability than the other, it would
technically be more preolse to label these latter responses
"medium probability", slnoe in a 0-100# range the responses
fall into the middle portion.

The necessity for providing
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eubjeots with an opportunity to make errors In order to
detect the effects of Increased m and T-L frequenoy led
to the seleotlon of this probability level.
Two experiments were run In the present Investi
gation.

In Experiment I, m value for stimuli was a

between-groups variable and T-L frequenoy was a wlthlngroups variable.
reversed.

In Experiment II this relationship was

After a practice PAL task, subjeots learned a

list of 10 pairs of words to a criterion of two errorless
trials or to 20 trials, whichever was briefer.

The depend

ent variable was the mean number of errors made per Item.
Response probability produoed an effeot In both
Experiments I and II.

Under the oondltlon of high P, there

were consistently fewer errors made than under low P In the
two experiments.

Thus, Hypothesis I was supportedi

per

formance was superior when response probability was high.
The trend analyses of the L soores whloh were done
on the wlthln-groups data support Hypotheses lib and Illb.
That Is, with m value held oonstant, errors Inoreased as T-L
frequency was Inoreased under the low P oondltlon .

And,

under the low P oondltlon, with T-L frequenoy held oonstant,
errors decreased as m value was Increased.

That Is, with

meanlngfulness held oonstant, as familiarity of stimuli In
creased, performance became poorer, but with familiarity
held oonstant, as meanlngfulness of stimuli inoreased per-

formanoe improved.

Hence, the relevant part of the present

Investigation yielded data that are consistent with those
of Saltz (1967).
Hypotheses Ila and Ilia, which are relevant to the
high P condition were not supported.

In Experiment I. it

was found that T-L produced an effeot not Independent of F
level, and in Experiment II m produced an effeot not inde
pendent of P level.

However, trend analyses revealed that

contrary to what was predicted, under conditions of high P,
errors Increased as T-L frequenoy Inoreased and m was held
oonstant.

And, errors decreased as m was Inoreased with

T-L held constant.

That is, similar effoots of variations

in m and T-L were obtained under high P and low P, although
opposite predictions had been made for the former condition.
However, while Hypotheses Ila and Ilia were not
borne out, trend analyses of the wlthln-groups data demon
strated that the rates of Inorease and decrease in errors
produced by Inoreased T-L and m, respectively, were lower
under the high P oondltlon.

That is, while inoreased m

still led to fewer errors, and Increased T-L to more errors,
the effects were clearly attenuated when the responses to
be learned were responses that had a high degree of proba
bility of ooourrenoe to their particular stimulus.
The significance of these major findings will now
be dlsoussed.

It is not surprising that response probabil

ity produoed an effeot in both Experiments I and II.

The

acquisition of a paired-assoolate list oan be divided into
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two stages, aooording to Underwood and Schulz (1960a).
These stages are the response-learning or response-reoall
stage, and the associative or hook-up stage.

In the

fomer stage, subjeots must learn what the responses are
and how to reproduce them.

In the present experiment it

was assumed that the responses to be learned were already
part of the subjects' language repertoire and did not
differ in this respect under the low versus high proba
bility conditions.

On the other hand, prior to aotual

presentation of the list to be learned, responses of high
P had associative strength with their stimuli whloh was
assumed to be higher than the comparable associative
strength under the low P condition.

Beoause an associ

ation was already established between the stimuli and
responses under high P, at least some of the seoond-stage
learning was oompleted.
given.

The following illustration may be

Assume that a situation exists in whloh there is a

stimulus toaa whloh has an m of threet

Roman, olothes and

dress. Thus, in an subject's S-B system the following
pairs are available i

- toga-olothes and toga-

dress. In the low P condition, the subjeot is required to
learn toga-stone.

It is assumed that in order to do this,

he must overoome the Interference oaused by the habits
that already exist in his language system, namely, togaRoman. toga-clothes and toga-dress.

In addition, he must

build up associative strength between the stimulus and re
quired response.

In learning this pair (toga-stone) he

makes several errors due to Interference from strong pre
vious associations.

Under the high P condition, he is

required to learn toga-dress. While toga-dress is part of
his S-R system and has considerable associative strength,
the subject must still overoome interference from those
pairs whloh are of higher probability, suoh as toga-Roman
and toaa-clothes.

(Remember the high P oondition consist

ed of responses of medium probability.)

However, as

compared with the low P oondition, this is relatively easy
to do beoause the response he must produoe has considerable
associative strength with the stimulus.

Hence, fewer errors

are made.
In the low P oondltlon, the associative strength is
minimal, whereas it is stronger in the high P condition.
Thus, under high F interference still ooours, as it does
under low P. so that some learning is necessary, but slnoe
the responses in high P are readily available the amount of
competition is relatively small, leading to more rapid
learning in high P.

This remains consistent with Postman's

(1962) finding that facilitation ooours as there is greater
oonformlty to the subject's existing language habits.

How

ever, not onlj is there facilitation, as seen in the more
rapid learning under high P, but there is also interference,
as indicated by the errors made.

As the results of the pilot

work indioatsd, if responses of very high P were used to
eliminate interference, so few errors would oeeur that dif
ferential effsots between 1 and T-L frequency would be
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extremely difficult to detect.
Learning has been shown to be relatively rapid
under similar conditions in which there is an established
association between the stimuli and responses (Key, 1926;
Underwood & Schulz, 1960b).

Hence, support of Hypothesis

I lends further confirmation to this interpretation.
As noted, support was obtained for Hypotheses lib
and Illb which is essentially a confirmation of Saltz*s
earlier work.

However, results opposite to those predicted

were obtained for Hypotheses Ila and Ilia.

In other words,

under high P condition, m and T-L frequenoy operated in a
similar manner as under the low P condition.

The main dif

ference was that the effects of increased m and T-L were
not as great under high P as under the low P oondition.
The significance of this finding will now be explored.
To recapitulate briefly, the results of this in
vestigation indioate that when a subject is given new
associations to learn In a PAL task, Inoreased stimulus m
leads to faster learning and Inoreased stimulus T-L fre
quenoy leads to slower learning.

This relationship holds

both for pairs with responses that have a low probability of
ooourrenoe to their appropriate stimulus and for pairs with
responses that have a high probability of ooourrenoe to
their stimulus.

However, in the oase of pairs with high-

probablllty responses, the effects of Inoreased 3 and T-L
frequenoy are attenuated.

That Is, while inoreased m still

produoes faster learning with hlgh-probabillty responses,
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the advantage of high m over low m Is smaller than is the
oase with low-probablllty responses*

Similarly, while In

creased T-L frequenoy leads to poorer learning with hlgh-probablllty responses, the advantage of low T-L over high T-L is
smaller than that obtained with low-probablllty responses.
Before turning to an Interpretation of these results,
a comment on the earlier pilot work Is In order*

It will be

recalled that the original attempt was to have eaoh subject
produoe the responses to be learned at a later time, thus
providing a set of responses of maximum probability of ooour
renoe to their stimuli for the high-probability oondltlon*
From the Interference theory position taken by Saltz, pre
dictions Ila and Ilia would be most firm for responses of
very high probability from the subjeot's own S-R system.
However, this approaoh had to be abandoned beoause learning
was so rapid that no difference In the effeots of the manip
ulated variables oould be detected*

The new approaoh, based

upon group norms, necessitated a lower level of response
probability for the "high" response probability oondltlon,
In order that errors oould ooour.

But by reduolng the level

of response probability, the opportunity was again opened
for Interference from responses In the subjeot's own S-R
system that had even higher levels of probability*

Henoe,

both the high P and the low P oondltlons constituted new
learning for the subjeots In whloh Interference from pre
viously established habits oould ooour*

Thus, while Hypo

theses Ila and Ilia were theoretloally sound, It may be
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/impossible to demonstrate the effects they predict, since
increasing the probability level of the responses to a
point where interference from more probable responses in
the subJeot*s S-R system does not ooour may necessitate
that the learning task be so easy that differences in the
effeots of m and T-L frequency cannot be deteoted.

How

ever, this remains an empirical question to be answered by
future researoh, and an interpretation of the attenuated
effeots of increased m and T-L frequency under the high P
condition obtained in the present study will now be offered.
Manipulation of m value and T-L frequency produced
less difference in performance under high P than under
low P.

This can be accounted for by considering the manner

in which two factors balanoe eaoh other.

The factors are

the nature of the interference of competing responses and
the associative strength of the responses to be learned.
Under high P and low m, with T-L frequency held constant,
the subject must overcome interference from, for example,
two other responses and learn a third.

These three re

sponses are on the average stronger associations than, for
example, any of the six responses attached to the stimulus
under high m.

At low m, the subject must learn one response,

overcoming the interference of stronger responses with a
stronger response, as compared with the high m condition.
Under high m there may be interference from more responses
but the Btrength of these associations is weaker on the
average.

In addition, the response to be learned is weak-
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er, as compared with the low m oondltlon.

Henoe the

stronger Interference under low m Is balanced by the strong
er association of the response to be learned and the weaker
Interference under high m is balanced by the weaker associ
ation of the response to be learned.

The dlfferenoe In

performance Is less aoross a values under high P than under
low P, beoause In the low P oondltlon the response to be
learned has minimal associative strength with the stimulus
and must overcome interference of all the responses from
the subject's S-R system, at bothlow and high m.

These

Interfering responses are stronger on the average at low m,
and henoe cause more interference leading to a greater
decrement in performance under the low m condition.
A similar analysis may
frequency.

Under high P, with

be

made with regardto T-L

low T-L and a valueheld

constant, the responses oauslng Interference are, on the
average, weaker than those under high T-L.

The response

to be learned is also weaker under low T-L than the com
parable response under high T-L.

The weaker response at

low T-L has to overoome the weaker interference, and the
stronger response at high T-L oombats the stronger inter
ference.

The associative strength of the responses to be

learned overoomes the interference in parallel fashion at
both high and low T-L, under high P.

Thus there Is less

dlfferenoe in performance from low to high T-L frequenoy
than under low P, where the response to be learned In
either the low T-L or high T-L oondltlon must overoome
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interference of all the responses in the subject's S-R
system and the response to be learned is of relatively low
associative strength.

On the average, the responses in

the subject's S-R system are stronger under high T-L and
cause more Interference leading to more errors.

Under high

P v such greater interference under high T-L must still be
overcome but it Is easier because of the greater assoc
iative strength between the stimuli and responses to be
learned.

Henoe, a smaller increment in performance is ob

tained as T-L frequency is increased under the high P
oondltlon.
An alternative explanation may be invoked by using
mediation theory to explain the attenuated effeots of m
value under high P.

Saltz proposes the possibility that

increasing m is faollltatlve beoause "...with greater
numbers of associates to a stimulus, the possibility in
creases that 3a will find mediators between the stimulus
and its response in the palred-assooiates list" (Saltz,
1967, p. 477)*

Perhaps the effeot of increased 3 oan be

best explained in terms of mediators because it is a meas
ure of association and lends itself dlreotly to such an
interpretation.

On the other hand, T-L is not dependent

on the number of associations and while correlated with m
value, this oannot be considered the critical aspeot of
T-L frequenoy.
creased.

As m increased under high P, errors de

It oan be assumed that the more associations a

subject has to a stimulus the greater the possibility of
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these being available to use to attaoh to the required
responses.

But while more oorreot responses were made

under high F as m Increased, the overall effeot was less
than under low P.

Thus, under high F the different number

of mediators available to a subject at different levels of
m would seem less Important.

It oould be assumed that

under high F, given a response to learn whloh has some
medium associative strength to the stimulus, the necessity
of making use of mediators was lessened.

The fact that a

particular response already oould be directly linked with
the given stimulus would seem to make redundant the
neoesslty of using other assoolatlons as mediators*

Slnoe

the responses were of similar associative strength across
m levels, a reduced dependence on the use of mediators
would be consistent with the attenuated effeots of m*

Thus

the results of this study do not rule out a medlatlonal
Interpretation for the attenuated effeots of Increased 51
under the high F condition.
Clearly, the results of the present study, con
sidered In conjunction with the findings of Saltz (1967)
throw Into question the adequacy of the interference para
dox of associative probability first desorlbed by Underwood
and Sohulz (1960a), and propounded by Postman (1964).

In

the first place, while frequency, as measured by Thorn
dike-Lorge count, and meaningfulness, as measured by £
value, are correlated variables, the experimental evidence
Indicates that they are not oomparable measures.

The part
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of the present investigation that replloated Saltz*s
(1967) study bore out his findings, which were that with
new learning, (I.e., with low-probability responses) in
creased stimulus m leads to fewer errors, while lnoreased
T-L frequency leads to an lnorease in errors.

The danger

in considering these two measures to be comparable Is ob
vious .
Secondly, the part of the present study that broke
new ground by investigating the effeots of lnoreased stimu
lus m and T-L frequenoy in a learning situation where
responses have a high probability of occurrence to their
stimuli produoed results that raise further questions con
cerning the adequacy of the interference paradox of assoc
iative probability as an explanatory devloe.

Aooordlng to

Postman (196^), both facilitation and interference may be
expeoted to lnorease as the meaningfulness of items in a
list increases.

Further, he maintained that the extent to

which prescribed associations (i.e., responses to be learn
ed) oonform to the learner's language habits, facilitation
will result, but as the new associations diverge from prior
language habits, interference will develop.

It would follow

from this that as assoolatlon value, as measured by m, is
lnoreased, greater facilitation should ooour when the
responses to be learned are hlgh-probablllty responses from
the subjeot*s S-R system than when the responses to be
learned are low-probabllity responses whioh diverge from
the subject1s prior language habits.

The results of the

<
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present Investigation indioate precisely the opposite.
While lnoreased jg, produced fewer errors under both the low
P and high P conditions, the effeot was attenuated under
the high P condition.

If, as Postman maintains, facili

tation will result to the extent that the prescribed associ
ations conform to the learner's language habits, it seems
difficult to understand why increasing the meaningfulness
of stimulus items should produce less of a reduction in
errors for responses of high probability than for responses
of low probability.

While, according to Postman, both

facilitation and interference may be expected to lnorease
with the meaningfulness of the stimulus items, it would
follow that the more the responses to be learned conform
to the subject's prior language habits, the greater should
be the lnorease in facilitation as compared to the lnorease
in interference.

The phenomena appear more oomplex than

the interference paradox of association probability would
indicate.
The significance of the interaction effeots will
now be considered.
While for low and high P, T-L and m operated
differently, the T-L x m interaction was significant (see
Tables 6 and 7)t and it cannot be oonoluded that these two
variables are Independent of eaoh other.

Saltz likewise

found a significant interaction between the two variables,
whloh he wished to attribute to metodologloal factors, al
though his data also suggested that suoh an Interaction may
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refloot the tendenoy of iiigh a material to be relatively
insensitive to variations in T-L frequenoy.

For example,

at low m, relatively small differenoes in T-L frequency
may produce large effeots, whereas at high m, the same
amount of variation in T-L might produce no deteotable
effect.

This seems to be a reasonable assumption, and,

inspection of the present data reveals trends that are con
sistent with such an Interpretation.

Noble (1963) has

noted that familiarization (f) of stimuli facilitates PAL
but that there is an lmperfeot curvilinear correlation
(•83) between f and m.

That is, at higher levels of m, f

was high also but deoreasingly so.

Because Noble feels

that meaningfulness is produced by frequenoy plus multiple
associations and familiarity produced by frequenoy alone,
it may be that once an item has a large number of associ
ations, it is no longer made more meaningful by additional
familiarity.
The m x T-L x P interaction was significant at the
.0.5 level In Experiment II, but was non-significant in Ex
periment I, indicating that the m x T-L two-way interactions
were not the same at the different levels of P in Experi
ment II•' As is the oase with all three-way Interactions,
the experimental meaning of the significant F is difficult
to interpret.

Since P produced a dlfferenoe in the magni

tude of the effeots of both m and T-L frequenoy and slnoe
increases In m and T-L frequenoy produoed opposite effeots
on rate of learning. It is not surprising to find the inter
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action of m and T-L to be different at the different levels
of P.

On the other hand, the absenoe of a significant m z

T-L z P lnteratlon In Ezperlment I would indloate that the
three-way interaction effect may be due to methodological
factors peculiar to Ezperlment II*
There have been relatively few studies which have
attempted to deal with EEI.

Perhaps one reason is that

there is a dearth of literature on group norms of responses
to stimuli.

Thus, it was necessary to obtain such norms

for the present study.

When the need for investigating

this aspect of behavior beoomes more apparent, perhaps
these group data will be collected and more readily aooesslble.

While it would have been possible to use Salts's

(I967) m values no norms for relative frequenoy of ooourrenoe of responses ezisted.
termine these values.

Henoe it was neoessary to de

The Kent-Bosanoff list (Bussell A

Jenkins, 195*0 gives 100 oommon responses to 100 words but
these items are all of high frequenoy, and m value has not
been determined.

Handler (1961), too, points out that the

"...hierarchy of associations derived from the Minnesota
norms, where single associations were used, is not neoessarily the same as the hierarohy of oontlnued associative
sampling" (Handler, 19&1, P» 125)*
To obtain the frequenoy of responses, the Thorn
dike -Lorge word list was used as a referenow.
some difficulties with this list.

There are

These data were obtained

in the 19 *f0 's on large groups of people from a metropolitan

setting.

They were used approximately 28 years later with

Individuals in a university setting.

It is diffloult to

determine whether there is any dlfferenoe In frequenoy of
usage between these two groups.

However, sinoe the words

are all fairly frequent, it was deolded that this referenoe
would be used in order to replioate as olosely as possible
Saltz1s procedures.

Other norms are now available, suoh

as those determined by Howes (1966).
There Is always the Issue of whether or not group
data oan or should be used for Individual Ss.

Beoause the

stimulus values used in Saltz*s study were based on group
norms, it was felt that it was necessary to continue with
this approach.

As the T-L values and m values were group

norms, it was felt that the actual associations that were
used should also be based on group norms In order to be
consistent.

A second point is that these associations are

of a reasonably high probability level.

That is, most sub

jects readily give all of the associations employed in the
high P oondltlon to the stimuli used.

If responses of low

er frequenoy of occurrence had been used, there might have
been difficulty beoause what is of low probability to one
subject might be a non-existent association to other Ss.
In summary, the interpretation of the results ob
tained under high P (relevant to Hypotheses Ila and Ilia)
is consistent with Saltz1s theorizing.

Namely, under high

P as well as under low P the effeots of m and T-L frequenoy
oan be attributed to proactive interference factors.
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It now seems apparent that m and T-L frequenoy must
he oonsldered as separate faotors operating differentially.
While they are oorrelated variables, they effeot PAL per
formance differently.

It oan he predicted that on other

verbal learning tasks suoh as serial learning they will
continue to operate differently and therefore should he con
trolled separately.

The interference paradox of associative

probability first described by Underwood and Schulz (1960a)
and later used by Postman (196*1-), appears to be an oversim
plification in that it equates meaningfulness and frequenoy
and ignores their differential effeots.
In conclusion, the results of this study contribute
to our understanding of PI in terms of response competition.
An explanation for the ambiguous effeots of meaningfulness
on learning is offered by separating T-L and m as factors
operating differentially and further support is given to
Saltz1s (1967) theoretloal interpretation of the differen
tial effeots of stimulus m and T-L frequenoy in pairedassociate learning.
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The present study Investigated a ooaplex issue In
palred-assoolate learning, namely, the operations of stimu
lus frequency and meanlngfulness. Generally, lnoreased
stimulus frequenoy leads to Improved performance.

On the

other hand, Postman (1962) has obtained a nonmonotonic
relationship between stimulus frequenoy and rate of learn
ing.

Salts (1967) held that some of the dlffloultles lie

in oonoeptuallzlng meaningfulness (a) and Thorndlke-Lorge
(T-L) frequenoy as oomparable measures.

In studying the

differential effeots of these two factors, he obtained the
following results.

With lnoreased stimulus ft, performance

In new learning Improved when T-L was held oonstanti where
as, with lnereased stimulus T-L, performance was poorer
when ft **8 held constant,

Saltz felt that this was due to

the greater average associative strength of pre-ezperlnental assoolatlons In the oase of lower a, so that overoomlng
proaotlve Interference from pre-experimental assoolatlons
to learn a new response was more dlff loult at low ft than
at high ft. Similarly, high T-L Indicates stronger average
pre-experlaental assoolatlons, whloh would be more resis
tant to Interference from new assoolatlons than those at
low T-L, leading to more errors In new learning.
The present Investigation was based upon the follow-
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ing rationale.

It was predicted that if responses which

were strongly attaohed to the stimuli being presented were
used (I.e., responses whloh were highly probable as preexperlmental assoolatlons to those stlnull), some Interest
ing results would be obtained.

Under suoh a oondltlon,

learning should be nore rapid under low stlnulus a, since
the assoolatlve strength of a response that Is already part
of the learner's repertoire should be greater at low n when
T-L Is held oonstant.

Further, It was predieted that as

stimulus T-L was lnoreased and m held oonstant with hlghprobablllty responses, errors would doorcase beoause at
higher levels of T-L the response to be learned, preeuned
to be part of the learner's repertoire of responses, would
be more strongly associated to the stimulus.
The Investigation produoed the following results.
First, It was found that learning was more rapid under oondltlons In whloh responses of a high probability of occur
rence were learned.

This was attributed to facilitation of

the assoolatlve or hook-up stage of palred-assoolate learn
ing.
In addition, Saltz's original findings were borne
out under the low response-probabllity oondltlon.

That Is,

as stimulus g level was lnoreased, performance Improved
when T-L frequenoy was held oonstant, and as stimulus T-L
frequenoy was Increased, performance was poorer when g
value was hold oonstant.
Lastly, the predictions made with regard to tho high
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response-probablllt7 oondltlon were not supported.

Bather*

results similar to both Saltz1a and the ourrent findings
under the low-probablllty oondltlon were obtained.

That Is,

as stimulus jg level was lnoreased with T-L frequenoy held
oonstant, errors decreased.

As stimulus T-L frequenoy was

lnoreased with m held oonstant, errors lnoreased.

However,

the magnitude of these effeots under the hlgh-probablllty
oondltlon were attenuated.
The Interpretation was made that the attenuated
effeots ooourred beoause of a balanoe of two factors, I.e.,
the nature of the lnterferenoe of the oompetlng responses
and the assoolatlve strength of the response to be learned.
Under high response probability, lnterferenoe from oompetlng
responses Is greater at low 2 than at high m.

But the re

sponse to be learned Is also stronger on the average at low
Henoe, the stronger association of the response to be
learned Is balanced by the stronger lnterferenoe under low
1 as oompared to high m.

A parallel analysis oan be made

for T-L frequenoy.
It Is oonoluded that Salts*s reasoning la theo
retically sound, and that the hypotheses that were original
ly set forth for the high response-probability oondltlon
logically follow from his position.

However, It may not be

possible to obtain emplrioal support for them, beoause at
very high probability levels learning Is so rapid that dlfferenoes between the effeots of high and low £ and high and
low T-L may not be deteotable.
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The results of this Investigation emphasize the
necessity for considering the differential manner in whloh
stimulus a end T-L frequenoy funotion,

Saltz*s (196 7)

interpretation, based upon proaotlve lnterferenoe result
ing from pre-experimental associations, was given further
support, and explanations that equate meanlngfulness and
frequenoy were oalled further into question.
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Appendix 1
Instructions to Subjeots for Obtaining Noble's a values
Thank you all for coming today.

This is part of a

research projeot that deals with language.

Ve are not con

cerned with interpreting any individual's performance but
we would like eaoh of you to do the very best that you oan.
What we are doing today is essential to a whole
reaearoh project.

Therefore your oo-operation is extremely

Important and will be greatly appreciated.

This task, I

realize, is a large one but a great deal depends on get
ting your responses this afternoon.

Please give us the

very best effort that you can beoause your help is crucial
to the success of the larger project.
Xou eaoh have a booklet.

Please open it and on

the first sheet put your name and the date in the appro
priate spot.

Does anyone need a penoil?

Now let's read the instructions* "This is a test
to see how many words you oan think of and write down in
a short time.

Xou will be given a key word and you are to

write down as many other words whloh the key word brings
to mind as you can.

These other words whloh you write

down may be things, plaoes, ideas, events, or whatever you
happen to think of when you see the key word.
For example, think of the word KING.

Some of the
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words or phrases whloh KING might bring to mind are written
belowi

queen, King Cole, ruler. Sky-King, kingdom, England,

Imperial and klngflsh.
You may use two-word phrases, slang, long words or
short words, as long as they are associates of the key
words.
No one Is expeoted to fill In all the spaoes on a
page, but write as many words as you oan whloh eaoh key
word oalls to mind.

If you oan think of more words than

there are spaoes for, oontlnue onto the baok of the page.
Be sure to think baok to the key word after eaoh word you
write down beoause the test Is to see how many other words
the key word makes you think of.

A good way to do this Is

to repeat eaoh key word over and over to yourself as you
write.
Any questions so far?

You will have a minute for

eaoh word with a short rest period to between.
oouple of praotloe words.

Let's try a

When I give the signal, turn to

the key word and write down as many assoolatlons as you

0601. Continue until I say Stop and then wait until I say
Next word before going on to the next Item.

Any questions?

Beady, begin...Stop...Next word...Stop.
Any problems or questions?...Bemember, be sure to
think baok to the key word after eaoh word you write down
beoause the test Is to see how many other words the key
word makes you think of.

A good way to do this la to repeat

eaoh key word over and over to yourself as you write.
O.K. Let's begin.
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Appendix 2
Instructions to Subjeots on Learning Task
This la an experiment In learning In whloh we are
trying to find out whloh of several methods is better.
We1re not oonoemed about any individual's performance al
though we'd like you to do the best that you oan.
In the first part of this experiment you will be
asked to learn to associate words and numbers.
important that you follow the Instructions.

It Is very

Should you fail

to follow any Instructions, be sure to tell me. slnoe the re
sults may be affeoted.
The list will consist of five pairs of items like
the pair on this oard.

(B gives S the example oard).

These

pairs will be presented in the windows in front of you.

When

we begin, the word will always appear in the left window
alone, while the number is covered by a shutter.

(E demon

strates by covering the right-hand item of the oard).

After

a short time, the shutter will lift and reveal the number on
the right-hand side.

Your task is to assoolate or oonneot

the number with the word, so that you will be able to say the
number while the word is in the left window alone, that is,
before the shutter goes up on the right.

The order in whloh

the pairs follow eaoh other will not always be the same, so
learn these pairs && pairs and not in the particular order in
whioh the pairs follow eaoh other.
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When I start the memory drum, we will go through
the list onoe so that you oan study the list and try to
make assoolatlons between the members of the pairs.

After

we have gone through the five pairs onoe, three asterisks
will appear.

They mean that we are starting another trial,

In this oase, the seoond trial.

When the word appears on

the left, you should try to say the number that goes with
It aloud before It appears In the right window.

We will

then go through the list while you try to antlolpate the
numbers of the pairs before they appear In the right window.
Please oontlnue until I stop you.
Always try to antlolpate the number Just after the
word has appeared and before the other shutter opens.

Al

ways try to get as many of the pairs oorreot as you oan on
eaoh trial.

Try to do the best you oan on

eaoh trial, even

though you may have them all oorreot on some of the preoedlng trials.

If you are having trouble anticipating some of

the numbers or are giving some lnoorreotly, don't let this
dlsoourage you or prevent you from doing the best that you
oan.

We have found that most students find this type of

learning a little more dlffioult than they first thought It
would be.
Are there any questions?

All right let's begin.

In this part of the experiment you will now learn a
list whloh oonslstsof ten pairs of words.

The prooedure

Is the same as on the first list that you learned, of pairs
of words and numbers.

That is, a word will appear in the

left window and you will try to give the word that goes

with it before the shutter is raised and the response is
exposed in the right window.

Watoh the list through one

trial before you start to antlolpate the oorreot items
aloud.

Please oontlnue until I stop you.
Any questions?

Let's begin.

APPENDIX 3

Table 14
The Praotloe List Presented to All Subjeots

1.

VOLVAP

- 3

2.

GOJEY

- 2

3.

NEGLAN

- 5

4.

MEAHDON - 1

5.

TAEOP

- 9
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